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Abstract

Our goal is the study of color effects on the Jrc and D mesons production, as well as the study of their elastic
Ž .production. We use the color evaporation model CEM , where a single factor takes into account the probability that the cc

Ž .produced in a color octet state turns into a physical colorless quarkonium or continues as a color octet, producing open
charm. The main result of this work, besides investigating the range of applicability of the CEM, is to show that this model
can be used to describe the elastic processes of Jrc and open charm photoproduction without the use of a Pomeron. q 1999
Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The study of the heavy quarks production is still a
challenge, both theoretically and experimentally. The
masses of the heavy quarks give additional scales,
where the perturbative QCD is applicable. This al-
lows one to test the QCD, that is the theory candi-
date to explain the strong interactions. Data on

Ž .mesons with heavy quarks specially with charm
have been accumulated, which make possible the
support of the theory on experimental results.

Besides, the production of exclusive charmed
mesons involves the interplay between short and
long distance physics. The question of where the
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color effects should be included, whether in the
perturbative or in the non-perturbative part, is
mandatory and for now model dependent. An analy-
sis based on a comparison among different theoreti-
cal predictions surveying the experimental results

w xwas made in 1 . In fact, the color singlet model
Ž . w xCSM 2 fails to explain the quarkonium produc-

w xtion at the TEVATRON 3 , hadroproduction experi-
w x 0 w xments 4 and the production via Z decay 5 ,

Ž . w xwhereas both the color octet model COM 3–5 and
Ž . w xthe color evaporation model CEM 6–8 have suc-

cessful predictions in all theses processes. In inelas-
tic Jrc photoproduction, the COM can reasonably

w xdescribe the HERA data 9 if higher order QCD
w xeffects due to the multiple emission of gluons 10 ,

w xor effects of intrinsic k smearing 11 are consid-T

ered. The CEM also gives a reasonable description
< < 2ˆof these data once one imposes a cutoff t )4mc
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Ž .m is the charm mass on the invariant mass of thec
w xvirtual gluon 12 . These facts motivate us to do

further investigations about the color effects on char-
monium production, which in this work are done in
the framework of the CEM.

Another question very discussed currently is how
the elastic and diffractive scattering takes place.
These events are characterized by the presence of
rapidity gaps – regions on the rapidity spectrum
where no hadron is detected, and correspond to 10%

w xof the events at HERA 13 . There are two main
approaches for treating this problem: in the first one,
namely the diffractive models, the object exchanged
in the interaction must be color singlet and have the
vacuum quantum numbers – the so-called Pomeron;
in the second one, namely the soft color interactions,
the Pomeron is unnecessary. The color evaporation
model is a soft color model, which was developed to
explain the quarkonium production. However, it has
been discussed its application in elastic and diffrac-
tive events. In this case, not only do the soft color
interactions eliminate the color of the cc pair, but
also characterize the elastic process at large dis-
tances.

The basic questions that we try to answer are the
following: which is the mechanism for elastic pro-
duction? Are those mechanisms alternative? We out-
line the answer in the case of charmed mesons
photoproduction. The main point is to show that the
CEM can be used to describe elastic photoproduction
of Jrc and D mesons, extending the limit of its
applicability.

This work is divided as follows: We start with the
Ždescription of the color evaporation model Section

.2 . In Section 3, we present a diffractive model
applied to elastic Jrc photoproduction. In Section
4, we present our results, applying the CEM to
elastic Jrc and open charm photoproduction. We
also test the CEM in a LO hadroproduction calcula-
tion. In Section 5 we present our conclusions.

2. The color evaporation model

w xIn the color evaporation model 6,7 , the produc-
tion of charmonium states involves two stages: a cc

Ž .pair is produced perturbative process and then
evolves non-perturbatively into the asymptotic states.

The diagrams of the hard part of the process to be
considered are taken into account irrespective of the
cc color and spin-parity. Color-octet states can also

Ž .contribute, and its color as well as its spin-parity is
neutralized through soft gluons exchanges in the
large-distance part of the process. Since the soft
gluons carry very low momentum, the dynamics is
not affected. The color effects that characterize the
octet to singlet transition are therefore considered in
the non-perturbative part of the process, and the
information about the quantum numbers of the per-
turbative cc is lost.

The color evaporation model predicts that the
cross section for hidden and open charm production
is proportional to the rate of production of a cc pair

w xintegrated in an appropriate mass range 6 ,

1 ds2m ccD
s s dM , 1Ž .Honium cc9 dM2m ccc

8 ds ds2m s'cc ccD
s s dM q dM , 2Ž .H Hopen cc cc9 dM dM2m 2 mcc ccc D

where ds rdM is calculable perturbatively, Mcc cc cc

is the invariant mass of the cc pair, m is the charmc

quark mass, and 2m is the DD threshold. TheD
1 8factors and represent the statistical probabilities9 9

that the 3m3s1[8 cc pair will be in a singlet or
octet state asymptotically. If singlet, it contributes to
the charmonium production; if octet, it binds to a
light quark, thus producing open charm. In addition,
if the cc invariant mass is above the D threshold, its
energy is too large for the binding to occur, and
therefore also contributes to the open charm produc-
tion.

Each specific state of charmonium carries one
fraction of the overall charmonium produced,

s sr s isJrc ,x ,c X , . . . . 3Ž . Ž .i i onium

The fraction r is a non-perturbative input, and theni

it has to be determined by fitting the data. Since it
describes fractions of the overall charmonium pro-
duced, it should be independent of the perturbative
process that originated the charmonium. This univer-
sality makes the CEM to have a predictive power.
Once r is determined, it could be used to predicti

other processes with no additional parameters.
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3. The diffractive models

Elastic processes are currently studied in terms of
w xdiffractive models 14 . In these models, one as-

sumes that the interaction between the photon and
the nucleon takes place through the exchange of a
Pomeron – a color singlet object with the vacuum
quantum numbers. With this assumption the photon
and the Jrc quantum numbers are identical and the
elastic scattering is characterized. Besides, the rapid-
ity gaps are explained by this mechanism. In the

w xmodel of Ryskin et al. 14 , the Pomeron is treated
perturbatively as composed of two gluons in the
leading logarithm approximation or of a gluons lad-
der in higher order, which is specially important in

w xthe small x region 14 .
In the proton rest frame the cross section factor-

izes in three parts corresponding to the following
sequence of events: fluctuation of the photon into a
cc pair, interaction between this pair and the proton,
and subsequent binding of the cc into the Jrc . In
the small x region, this factorization follows from
the fact that the g™cc and cc™Jrc processes last
a much longer time than the intermediary interaction
process. The g™cc and the interaction amplitudes
can be calculated in perturbation theory, whereas the
cc™Jrc process is non-perturbative and expressed

JŽ .by the Jrc wave function c cc .
The Pomeron exchange makes the cross section to

be proportional to the squared gluon distribution and
therefore sensitive to the gluon parameterization. For
this reason it has been argued that elastic Jrc

photoproduction is a good place to probe the gluon
w xcontent in the proton 14 .

The results then obtained for the cross section of
the process explain its behavior but not the normal-
ization. This is a consequence of the uncertainty in
the Jrc wave function, necessary in this approach,
which makes the results somewhat unreliable.

4. The color evaporation model in elastic pro-
cesses

w xThe soft color models 15–17 are an alternative
approach to the Pomeron based models. The basic
idea is that the object exchanged in the t channel can

Ž .be an ordinary QCD object such as a colored

gluon. The parton combinations that emerge from the
hard interaction in a color octet state can participate
in soft color interactions with the remaining partons
of the proton. As a consequence, singlet objects are
produced in the final state and rapidity gaps are
observed.

These models are based on the fact that soft color
interactions can exchange color. Since spin is no
longer conserved by the cc system in the transition
into the quarkonium state, this assumption can vio-
late the heavy quark spin symmetry, that is a princi-

w xple believed for a long time 18 . However, no
rigorous QCD proof of this symmetry was given up
to now.

Our proposal is, based on the phenomenological
success of the CEM, to describe the elastic processes
of Jrc and open charm photoproduction in the
framework of the color evaporation model.

4.1. The elastic photoproduction of Jrc

In Section 3 we have seen briefly the usual de-
scription of elastic Jrc photoproduction through a

w xdiffractive model 14 . It is predicted that the cross
section increases proportionally to the squared gluon
distribution. In contrast, in the CEM the exchanged
object is of the same nature the one in events without

Ž .rapidity gaps it can be a color octet one , which
results in a cross section linearly proportional to the
gluon distribution. Therefore, it seems premature to
extract the gluon distribution at this level before
confirming which model is the correct one.

w xIn a preceding calculation 7 , Amundson et al.
have used the CEM in photo and hadroproduction of

Ž 2 .Jrc , in a NLO calculation, up to OO aa ands
13Ž . ŽOO a , respectively as and a is the QCDs s137

.coupling constant . With a specific set of parameters
Ž . Ž .– r s0.5 0.43 , m s1.45 GeV 1.43 GeV ,Jrc c

Ž .factorization scale m sm 2m and GRV gluonF c c
w x Ž w x.distribution 19 MRS-A 20 in the proton, they

w xobtained a good description of the data 21 in both
processes. Then they concluded that the CEM gives
an accurate prediction once they have done a calcula-
tion in NLO.

Our purpose is to calculate the elastic process of
Jrc photoproduction without using a Pomeron. In
this case, the soft interactions have a double func-
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tion: to eliminate the color of the cc pair and to
make the elastic scattering viable.

The main contribution comes from the subprocess
g g™cc. In the case of the LO contribution, all
energy of the photon is transferred to the Jrc –
there is no hard gluon emitted, which would carry
part of the momentum of the photon and would form
a jet, making the process an inelastic one. The result
of the perturbative calculation is well known for a

w xlong time 22 . All we have to do is to consider the
soft interactions effect and to restrict the region of
the invariant mass of the cc that contributes to the

Ž .bound states of the physical cc charmonium . These
ideas are the basis of the calculation that follows.

With the assumptions above, it turns out that the
cross section to the elastic Jrc photoproduction is

Ž .given by 1 , where the differential cross section is

2ds 4paa eg g ™ cc s c
s

2dM Mcc cc

=
'1q 1yg

1 21qgq g lnŽ .2 ž /'1q 1yg

'y 1qg 1yg g x ,m , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .P

2 2 2where e is the charm charge, gs4m rM , M sc c cc cc

ssxs, s is the squared CM energy of the g pˆ
Ž .system, g x,m is the gluon distribution inside theP

proton, and m is the factorization scale. According to
the CEM, only contributes to the charmonium pro-
duction the region below the open charm threshold,

Ž2m and trivially the region above the minimumD
.invariant mass to produce a cc pair . In the region

M )2m , the energy of the system is too large tocc D

allow the c and the c quarks to remain in a bound
state.

The statistic effect of the soft interactions is ac-
counted by the 1r9 factor, which represents the
probability that the cc pair is in a color singlet state.
That is the other condition for the cc pair to remain
bound.

Finally, the r factor gives the fraction of theJrc

total charmonium that contributes to the Jrc . In this
factor both the direct production and the indirect

Žcontributions from decays of higher mass charmo-

X Ž ..nium states – c , x , h 2S are included. That isc

the free parameter of the model.
Our application of the CEM is, however, free of

parameters – we used the same set of parameters as
w xthe previously determined by Amundson et al. 7 ,

1r2Ž .namely m s1.45 GeV, r s0.5, m s M ,c Jrc F cc
w xand the GRV gluon distribution 19 . In doing so, we

are testing the universality of the model, expressed
by the non-perturbative factor r r9.Jrc

Our results are shown in Fig. 1. We obtained an
excellent agreement with the data of elastic pro-

w xcesses 23–25 , including the normalization of the
cross section. It is worth to stress that although the

w x Žbehavior of the HERA elastic data 24,25 to which
.our prediction best agrees is fitted by the Ryskin

diffractive model, uncertainties in the Jrc wave-
function do not allow an absolute prediction in nor-
malization. On the other hand, once the CEM does
not require a Jrc wavefunction, this uncertainty is
not present in our calculation.

Thus, we got two basic results: the universality of
the parameter r r9 was confirmed for anotherJrc

process, namely elastic Jrc photoproduction, and
this elastic process can be described without the use
of the Pomeron.

4.2. The elastic photoproduction of D mesons

As we have seen in section 2, the CEM describes
the charmonium and the open charm production by
the same dynamics, that is, by the same perturbative
processes. Thus, the question of whether the elastic
process can be described without a Pomeron is also
applied in this case. In the positive case, we will
have two evidences that the Pomeron is unnecessary
in elastic processes.

By supposing the same processes as in the case of
charmonium, we have to consider only the contribu-
tions of the regions of invariant mass complementary
to the charmonium one. As a result the cross section
for the production of open charm can be found from

Ž . Ž .the expressions 2 and 4 . In this case, two regions
contribute:

– If the cc pair is an octet state, which is
expressed by the 8r9 factor, the cc pair does not
remain bound, and the c and the c bind to a light
Ž .anti quark forming D mesons separately.
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Ž .Fig. 1. Results of the color evaporation model for the cross section versus CM energy for Jrc dashed line and open charm
Ž . w xphotoproduction full line in comparison with the elastic data 23–25,21 . In the open charm case, the contribution for the same invariant

mass range as the charmonium case is discriminated. The predictions are absolute in normalization.

– In the region M )2m , the pair is pushedcc D

apart, because its energy is too large for the binding
to occur. Therefore, D mesons are formed in this
region even though the cc pair is a singlet state
asymptotically. This is expressed in the second inte-

Ž .gral of 2 , where no probabilistic factor is present.
Our results are shown in Fig. 1, where we dis-

criminated the contribution coming from the region
2m -M -2m , and its sum with the superiorc cc D

region, giving the total cross section. We obtained
Ž .that both terms of 2 are important and competitive,

w xcontrary to the assumption in the literature 6 . The
results are compared with the data of elastic pro-

w xcesses 21 . With no free parameter, agreement is
noticeable both in behavior and in normalization.
This gives another evidence that the CEM can ex-
plain elastic processes, currently treated through the
Pomeron exchange.

As an additional test of the CEM, we repeat the
procedure of Amundson et al., by employing the
CEM to describe the Jrc and open charm
hadroproduction. By simplicity, we only use the LO
calculation instead of the NLO. The processes that
contribute in LO are the gluon fusion gg™cc and

light quark-antiquark annihilation, qq™cc. The dif-
ferential cross section is given by

dsp p™ cc
MŽ .ccdMcc

121yM rsccs dxH F 1r22 20 s x q4M rsŽ .F cc

= As M q x x , M , MŽ . Ž .Ž .ŽÝ qq ™ QQ cc A F cc ccž
q

= Bq x x , M , M qqlqŽ .Ž . .B F cc cc

Aqs M g x x , M , MŽ . Ž .Ž .g g ™ QQ cc A F cc cc

B=g x x , M , M . 5Ž .Ž .Ž .B F cc cc /
2where M sx x s is the squared invariant mass ofcc A B

AŽB . AŽB .the cc pair, x sx yx , q and g are theF A B
Ž .quarks and gluons distributions in the hadron A B ,

s and s are the respective partonicqq ™ QQ g g ™ QQ
w xcross sections 22 .

Our results are shown in Fig. 2, where we plot the
Ž .cross sections for Jrc full curve and D mesons

Ž . w xdotted line versus data 21 . Again, the two contri-
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Fig. 2. The results of the LO hadroproduction calculation for Jrc and open charm versus CM energy, in comparison with experimental
w xresults 21 . Using the same parameters as in the photoproduction case, a factor Ks8 which takes into account the higher order corrections

is required.

butions on the different regions of invariant mass
Ž .dotted-dashed and dashed lines are competitive,
their sum resulting in the total cross section. By
using the same parameters r s0.5 and m s1.45Jrc c

GeV as in photoproduction, we describe the D
mesons data with a factor Ks8. This same factor is
then used for the Jrc .

Our results show that the proportionality of the
Jrc and D mesons cross sections was maintained,
and the predictions give a dependence with the CM
energy in agreement with the data. However, the
absolute normalization was not far enough to explain
the data, which means that the NLO corrections can
be large. In fact, even the NLO calculation requires a

w xK factor of about 1.5 7 . This may indicate that the
hadroproduction processes have additional effects
like radiation emitted by the initial state hadrons,
which remain to be investigated more accurately.

5. Conclusion

In this letter the mechanisms of elastic production
of charmed vector mesons are studied. We discussed

the diffractive model of Ryskin et al. in this context,
where a Pomeron is considered in lowest order as
two gluons and in higher order as a gluon ladder. We
have also described a mechanism of soft color,
namely the color evaporation model, where non-per-
turbative interactions characterize the elastic scatter-
ing at large distances. These two models predict a
different dependence of the cross section on the
gluon distribution.

Motivated by the phenomenological successes of
the CEM, we propose its application in the elastic
processes of Jrc and open charm photoproduction,
once considered the convenient diagrams without the
emission of hard gluons. The most important point is
that due to the soft interactions there is no need to
introduce the Pomeron exchange.

Our results are in accordance with the data of
elastic processes of charmonium and open charm
photoproduction, showing that the soft interactions
can successfully replace the Pomeron in these cases.
This suggests further investigation whether the CEM
can describe other elastic processes currently de-
scribed by the Pomeron, like jet production for in-
stance.
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